
3b13 The Magic School Bus Inside the Earth

No. Page Word POS Definition Korean

1 6 monitor n a person who watches or takes care of something 감시자

2 6 wasp n a flying insect that is related to a bee and is capable of giving a very 

painful sting

말벌

3 7 announce v to tell something (news) to many people 발표하다, 공고하다

4 7 thank goodness interj you say this when you are relieved about something 아 다행이다

5 7 beaver lodge n a beaver’s house 비버의 나뭇가지집

6 8 often adv a lot of the time 흔히, 자주

7 9 excuse n the act of asking to be forgiven 변명

8 9 solid adj hard; not soft 단단한

9 9 great mass n very big piece 대부분; 큰 덩어리

10 10 quartzite n a type of rock made from quartz and sandstone <광물> 규암

11 10 chip v to cut (or break) little pieces off 깎다

12 10 sidewalk n a walk on the side of a road 보도

13 11 field trip n a trip made by a group to observe and learn 실지 연구 여행

14 11 Styrofoam n a soft white foam used to make cups, plates, boxes, etc. <상표> 스티로폼

15 11 stale adj old and bad (for food) (음식이) 신선하지 못한

16 11 mineral n a substance, such as stone, sand, salt, or coal 광물

17 11 speck n a tiny piece; a small spot 아주 작은 조각

18 13 fasten v to tie or buckle down 채우다; 잠그다

19 14 crust n the outer part of the earth <지질> 지각

20 14 steam shovel n a machine that works on heat (steam) to dig the dirt 증기 삽

21 14 exactly adv without any change or mistake; quite 정확히; 매우

22 15 layer n a single thickness or sheet of material covering a surface 한층, 한겹

23 15 soil n dirt; the ground 흙



24 15 ground-up adj broken up 갈아 부수다

25 15 clay n wet mud used to build or make pots, bowls, and houses 점토

26 15 pebble n a small rounded stone 조약돌, 자갈

27 16 jackhammer n a tool for drilling or breaking up hard rock or pavement by a repeated 

pounding action

수동 착암기

28 17 stripe n a long, narrow band of color 줄무늬

29 17 form v to shape 형체를 이루다

30 17 sandstone n a type of rock with the color and feel of sand <지질> 사암

31 17 shale n a type of rock made of clay, mud, and quartz <암석> 혈암, 이판암

32 17 limestone n a type of white rock made of lime 석회암

33 18 settle v to go down or to the bottom; to sink 가라앉다

34 18 sediment n matter deposited by water or wind 침전물

35 18 sedimentary rock adj rock formed from hardened clay 퇴적암, 수성암

36 18 grainy adj made of or being like grain; if you rub sand, it would feel ‘grainy’ 거친

37 18 fossil n the remains or traces of a plant or animal that lived a long time ago 화석

38 19 seashell n a shell from the sea 조개

39 19 prehistoric adj before written history 유사 이전의, 선사 시대의

40 20 crumble v to break into small pieces 산산조각나게 하다

41 20 underneath adv below; under 아래로

42 20 pitch n a sticky, dark material used in making roofs waterproof and in paving 피치 (원유, 콜타르 찌거기)

43 21 rather adv more willingly; with more reason 오히려, 차라리

44 22 headlight n the lights on the front (usually of a car) 전조등

45 23 sprout v to grow or spring up as would a sprout 싹트다

46 23 drill n a sharp tool that makes holes 송곳, 드릴

47 23 stalagmite n a mineral built up in the shape of a cone by the dripping of mineral water <지질> 석순

48 23 stalactite n a deposit of calcium carbonate resembling an icicle hanging from the 

roof or sides of a cavern

<지질> 종유석

49 24 metamorphic adj of rock that has changed its shape 변성의

50 24 pressure n pushing on something with a lot of power 누르기

51 24 statue n a sculpture or model of a person made with wood, marble, or stone 상,조각상



52 25 slate n a type of rock that easily breaks into thin pieces 점판암

53 26 igneous rock n rock formed by the hardening of something very hot (like lava) 화성암

54 26 billion n 1 billion = 1,000,000,000 10억

55 26 surface n the top of something 표면

56 26 granite n a light-colored, hard igneous rock 화강암

57 26 monument n a statue that is made to help people continue to remember a person or 

event

기념비[탑]

58 26 sample n a part or piece that shows what the whole thing is like 표본, 시료

59 28 zoom v to go very fast 웅웅 소리내며 급격히 움직이다

60 29 tunnel n a dark cave-like passage that cars and trains can go through 터널

61 29 mantle n the layer of the earth between the crust and the core 지구 안쪽의 맨틀층

62 29 core n the central or innermost part 중심

63 30 volcano n an opening in the earth through which lava shoots out 화산

64 30 flow v to move like water (or any liquid) 흐르다

65 30 cinder cone n a hill that looks like a cone, and is made from volcanic ash and cinders 원뿔형의 화산재 언덕

66 30 composite adj made up of many different parts 합성의

67 30 shield n something that can protect another object 방패, 방패 비슷한 것

68 31 basalt n a hard, dark volcanic rock that often has a glassy appearance 현무암

69 31 obsidian n a black, hard glassy rock that is found in volcanoes and is sometimes 

used for jewelry

흑요석

70 31 pumice n a light glass full of small holes formed by the rapid cooling of lava 속돌, 부석

71 31 rumbling n a deep, long rolling sound; a sound like that of thunder 우르르 하는 소리

72 32 scramble v to run very fast without a lot of direction 허둥지둥 하다

73 32 ignition key n the place where the key goes in a vehicle to turn it on 시동 키

74 32 step on the gas phrase to put your foot on the gas pedal to make a vehicle move 가속 페달을 밟다, 속력을 내다

75 32 goner n one that is ruined or doomed 가망없는 것

76 33 stream v to flow or move like a river 흐르다

77 33 fountain n a structure that has water in it; usually the water shoots up in the air 분수

78 35 beat-up adj looking very old 써서 낡은

79 36 weird adj strange 기묘한


